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We shall get you Shalit
Few years ago, I listened to an emotional sermon by a dynamic speaker who
encouraged us to help Dr. Aafia Siddiqui by doing whatever community
activism we can for her case. The Khateeb on that Friday emphasized on the
fact that if we stand up for the rights of our imprisoned Muslims; Allah will
ensure that our rights will be well defended in times of our need. From that
day on, I made that task a personal obligation on me. I promised myself to
alleviate by any means necessary, some of the pains that our Muslim
prisoners are suffering from the injustices of the tyrants in all around the
world. The Muslims in America tried all of the so called legal channels up to
the Supreme Court to get their freedom, but they ended up with nothing
except more frustration and more persecution. Last week in Minneapolis was
a testimony to that fact.
Many of the Muslim’s brightest minds in America are caged behind bars to
spend the rest of their lives in isolation units. It’s unfortunate that we forget
our dearest scholars and pioneers after they are caged behind bars for life.
Where is Dr. Ali Al-Tamimi, the Sharia scholar, the pious, the biologist and
the great community activist? I believe that we lost a great mind that could
have benefited not only the Muslims but humanity at large. America’s
resentment and animosity toward Islam and Muslims did not allow someone
on his caliber with a correct methodology to rise up for the Muslim Ummah.
Another pioneer that fascinated me was Dr. Tariq Mehanna, whom was
sentenced to 17 years in jail, probably in isolation units for the whole
duration. Brother Tariq is not just a young man with a passion to help Islam;
rather he is a marvelous pioneer in so many aspects of life. He was a
community activist, a science teacher, a preacher of Islam, a professional
translator, a great orator, but besides that he is our Muslim brother who
deserves the same protection that our highest leaders enjoy.
He was sentenced to an injustice incarceration only for his beliefs that the
West and their oppression must be stopped and dealt with. Being vocal of the
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atrocities committed and are being committed as of this moment by the
imperialists of today; has become a crime never to be forgiven. This crime is
defined as terrorism.
Another two pioneers of humanitarian work among the Muslims in America
were: Amina Farah Ali, a 36 years old Somali scholar of Shariah, and Hawo
Mohamed Hassan, 66 years old, both in Minnesota, United States. Amina
was senctenced to a 20 years jail time, while Hawa was sentenced to 10
years. These sentences were handed down a radical racist judge just last week
in a Federal Court in Minneapolis. These sentences meant that our sisters
might spend the rest of their lives behind bars.
Amina is a very knowledgeable sister who frequents the podiums of
preaching and propagating Islam in America. She thought many subjects in
Islamic studies. Tens of her students across America on Teleconference
lectures will surely miss her knowledge and wisdom. Hawa collected used
clothes and some money to help the needy Muslims in Somali. Hawa and
Amina opened the firtst Homecare center for the elderly people in Somalia,
but American did not like that effort for the needy, so it harshly punished
them.
Amazingly in the days of their court, they stirred uproar in America when
they denied standing up for the judge as the American courts and its judges
require. Amina acting on her role as a pious learned woman she led the
prayers in congregation inside the United States Courthouse fearing no one
but Allah. At her conviction hearing, after she was found guilty of 12 counts
of sending about $8,000 of relief work, she invited the judge and the jury to
accept Islam, or wait for the punishment of almighty Allah sooner or later.
With the utmost courage, she then turned to the Muslims in the court and
recited:

ْ
َ َّ َّ ُه
َّ
َ َّ َ
َ َّلن
ص َاري َح َّتى تت ِب َع ِمل َت ُه ْم ق ْل ِإ َّن ُهه َدي لل ِه ُهه َى ل ُهه َدي َول ِئ ِن ت َب ْعت
َ
ْ ْ
َّ
َّ
َ َ
120 :ل ِ َ آ َا َ ِم َن ل ِعل ِم َما ل َك ِم َن لل ِه ِم ْن َو ِ ٍّي ٍر َوَل ه ِص ٍري" لبقرة

َ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ َ ْ َ ْ َ ُه ُه
ىو َوَل
"ولن ترض ى عنك ل
َ
ْه َى َا ُهه ْم َ ْع َد

“Never will the Jews or the Christians be satisfied with you unless you
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follow their form of religion. Say: the guidance of Allah is the only
guidance. And if you were to follow their desires after the knowledge
which has reached you, then there would be neither Protector nor helper
against Allah” Baqarah: 120.
Amina was in court a year and half ago for her trial, but in reality destiny
took her there in order to testify in the ultimate supreme court of Almighty
Allah in the hereafter; that she invited to Islam those tens of Kafirs in the
court on that day. Probably a gathering like that was impossible without a
trial like that. Then the judge nodded his head, affirming that her call to Islam
was understood but was rejected. Immediately Amina and Hawa were taken
to Jail, while their Hijab was removed forcefully to sit in Jail, and count
patiently about 600 days until their sentencing this week.
What was their crime? It was daring to feed the hungry, to care for the
orphans, to build wells of drinking water and to give medicine to the sick.
The oppressive norms of our world today is such, that if mother Teresa cared
for the poor Muslim Afghani’s instead of Hindu Indians; she never would
have been appreciated or honored. Indeed she might have spent time in
solitary unit just like Amina and Hawa today, before she died.
Alleviating the unbearable conditions of poor Muslim nations is not revered
nor supported by the west. Ask the hundreds of relief foundations labeled as
terrorist organizations. For further evidence, ask the World Food
Organization (WHO) in Somalia, why they would ship expired food from
California to the hungry in Somalia, and refuse to buy the freshly harvested
Somali farms by a fraction of the price to help the Somali economy and the
poor at once. Worse, they bring their so called humanitarian aid right at the
time when the Somali crops are being harvested, in order to kill the farms and
to destroy the economy of the poor and needy, and to force them to ever
depend on their aid. Therefore, anyone who breaks this cycle of destruction
and brings any aide without any attachments is seen as a legitimate target that
deserves a severe punishment.
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Ironically, the sufferings of those hungry sick orphans were caused directly or
indirectly by the same ruthless tyrant US government who wants today these
Muslims to die in jail for their activism yesterday. Through its direct
involvement, the U.S. government created the causes for the destruction of
the livelihoods of many Muslims in the World. When some of the
humanitarian pioneers and relief workers stood up to support them, America
started prosecuting them. However, their victimization only created more
activists and awakened much more.
I was so glad to see many young energetic new activists being created by the
parting of those jailed, starting from the days of their trial to their sentencing.
These young Muslim Americans working tirelessly for weeks and doing all
they can do to testify to the U.S. government and to its courts; the innocence
of Amina and Hawa and the other brothers. Unfortunately their testimony
was tossed as irrelevant and was rejected by the jury. Then the so-called
judge Michael Devil (or Davis, don’t remember) took months of
contemplations of what fits their crime. To me that was no surprise, for I have
never seen the western legal channels or the routes of community activism
resulting the release of any Muslims. It might work for a Christian or a Jew,
but never for a Muslim, especially post the world of 9/11. Some other routes,
however, have proven effective with the Crusaders and Zionist, and worked
properly for the Muslims.
Few days before the conviction of Amina and Hawa in October 2011, we
witnessed how the new crusaders of the world fully supported their Zionist
partners in Tel Aviv to give back the freedom of a thousand and more
illegally abducted Muslims in Palestine. The freedom of a thousand innocent
Palestinians was granted after the release of Gilat Shalit in Oct 2011. Many
other similar cases are well known. So I wondered back then, what if we find
the like of an American ‘Gilat Shalit’ to be swapped by our Muslim prisoners
in America's captivity. Every day passes by since the success of Shalit’s
phenomenon; it’s thought strengthens in our minds and forces us to ponder
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on it even more. But for now, we say to our sisters and brothers incarcerated
unjustly in the west; give us some time. By Allah we will hunt and get for
you a Shalit.
With that said, let us make very clear a few matters of importance to all
whom it may concern. Firstly, these Muslim men and women were never
members of Alqaeda, Alshabab or any other Jihadi group for that matter.
Secondly, they never communicated, met with, or collaborated with any
Mujahedeen in the world. Thirdly and more specifically, never did Any
Mujahid receive any support of any shape or form directly or indirectly from
any of those jailed last week. This is from first-hand knowledge.
Although we do not serve as the spokesman of Alshabab, we can say with
100% certainty and under oath that these men and women specifically did not
benefit the Jihadis in Somalia as they have been convicted.
The humanitarian work done by these women back in the States is very well
known. We can bring forth the tens of orphans they cared for in shelters here
in Somalia. The hundreds of beneficiaries from their relief work are testifying
for them if America’s so called justice system wanted to listen in their appeal,
but we fear it won’t listen, because it never cares.
The genes of the criminals who committed heinous massacres on Native
Americans centuries ago, without any care for the sanctity of life were at
work when the government attorneys orchestrated with the FBI, and then
again when the jury convicted these Muslims. All the actors in their
incarceration (from the FBI agents to the US attorneys to the judges and
jurors) have taken away the only hope of hundreds of orphans and dying
elderly poor men and women in Somalia by imprisoning their donors and
sponsors.
The judge and the jury of these Muslim cases are no different than those just
decades ago who always gave easy verdicts to anyone who is not Caucasian.
Furthermore, the same ideologies of those who massacred the residents of
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Hiroshima and Nagasaki were held high by everyone from US attorney
general the the house Negro Eric Holder to the rookie paralegal who
volunteered for Michael Devil (I mean Davis).
It’s an ideology deeply rooted in hatred on the basis of color and creed. This
supremacist creed turned into a culture of persecuting anyone who has not
their same color or creed. This creed forces them to deploy the American
troops outside of its soil for the past 100 years or so. Every day of those
years; America was fighting innocent and distant people. The blood thirst of
America yesterday and the masters of massacres the day before is the same
America who wants today the death of these simple innocent Muslims if it
was easier and cheaper financially, instead of giving them life sentences, but
it’s not. Simply they wanted to kill them, but they can’t afford it.
Michael Devil had the chance to do what can put him in the bright pages of
American history, by overturning the conviction of the jury and sending these
women free. Although I hoped he will do the right thing, but I doubted he has
the ability or the will to do so. Exactly as Judge Berman of sister Aafia
Siddiqui was, when he sentenced her to 86 years in jail, meaning life of
captivity and cruelty. I was also enraged by the ugliness of her face when the
old lady Leonie Brinkema sent Sheikh Ali Al-Tamimi to life in jail without
even considering the facts right in front of her that show his innocence of all
allegations.
The Muslim brothers and sisters of last week are suffering now behind bars,
because America accuses them of supporting us when they did not. Now we
as the soldiers of Jihad and the defenders of Islam, feel a moral obligation
before our Islamic duty to free them as soon as possible. Al-Motasem
conquered a whole empire and destroyed the city of Ammooriya because of
one sister's right was violated. Unfortunately, we tell all of our sisters in the
enemy's prisons, we apologize there is no Al-Motasem to free you, but we
shall get one or two Gilat Shalit for you. It seems since this Shalit
phenomenon worked with the Zionists of Israel, it shall work with the
ruthless residents of Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington D.C. Until then,
hold on to your faith, keep up your hopes, and trust us, you will be set free by
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the will of almighty Allaah sooner or later.
Finally, it’s my appeal to Every Mujahid in the Somalia to strive to do his
best to capture one or two American Gilat Shalits to be exchanged with the
tens of Somalis imprisoned in American jails. As I raise my voice even louder
to the Muslims everywhere in the world to attempt coming up with ways of
convincing America to release our prisoners. Let us never forget that it’s the
duty of every Muslim to alleviate the pain of the other. As I advise our
Muslim brothers and sisters in America itself to help us on this proposal of
getting and American Shalit. What is taken by force will never be returned
without force. Our imprisoned brothers and sisters will come back home safe
and sound by the barrel of our guns Insha Allah.
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